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“I want you to act as if your house is
on fire. Because it is.”
Greta Thunberg, teenage environmental
activist

“Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it’s the
only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead, anthropologist

“The reasonable man adapts to his
circumstances. The unreasonable
man changes his circumstances.
Therefore, all progress depends
on the unreasonable man.”
George Bernard Shaw

“Positive social change results mostly
from connecting more deeply to the
people around you than rising above
them, from co-ordinated rather than
solo action.”
Rebecca Solnit, When the Hero is the
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INTRODUCTION

W

riting a book on saving water was easy. Cape Town, the
city I call home, was in crisis after three years of drought
had emptied its dams. We faced the very real, very
imminent fate of running out of water. The likelihood of having no
water coming out of our taps focused everyone’s minds (a polite way
of saying there was mass panic).
However, the short-term solution to slashing domestic water use
drastically was in fact straightforward. Although I rounded up more
than 101 ways to conserve water (and there are lots more), the truth
is that the middle classes simply had to stop pouring potable municipal
water onto their lawns, into their pools, and down their toilets. If we
stop doing these three things (which are completely insane, if you look
at them square-on), much of the problem, ahem, evaporates.
The problem of reducing waste is infinitely more complex, and it’s
far more of a challenge to get people inspired to act. Capetonians
could all understand the horror of a rapidly impending day when they
would no longer be able to flush – a huge motivator. But it’s much
more difficult to jolt us out of our current thinking about waste, in a
throwaway, consumer society that considers that if things are out of
sight, they’re out of mind.
The hardest thing about thinking about waste – and thinking
green at all – is just how much thinking is needed. We have become
universally addicted to convenience. We reach for objects – a
light bulb, a toothbrush, a packet of biscuits – without stopping to
consider the convoluted journey those things took to reach us via the
supermarket shelves. There isn’t time to think about where the raw
materials came from, how they were manufactured, what they cost in
energy terms to produce, then store, what labour was involved, how
they are packaged (and why they’re packaged that way), how they’re
transported to us, and how we will dispose of them once they’ve
stopped being useful.
This book began when I took delivery of my brand-new rain-tank.
This great tough thing, designed for an outdoor existence, arrived
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entirely encased in plastic wrap – as if it was made of porcelain. At
the same time, my publisher watched Blue Planet 2, and, like almost
everyone else who saw it, was horrified at the impact of plastics in
the ocean. So she thought a handbook that gave tips on how to
eliminate plastic from our lives would be a good idea, and I thought a
book with ideas for a “waste-free” lifestyle would be even better.
For nearly 15 years, I’ve been rather smug about sending no
more than five or six kilograms of solid waste a year to landfills. So
I thought (naïvely, it turned out) that I had a head start, some basic
tips I could usefully share. Then I started the research and promptly
fell down a rabbit hole – into a warren of enormous dimensions and
complexity.
The problem of waste is far bigger and much scarier than the
megatons of plastic bobbing around in our oceans. Thinking about
waste means coming to grips with the damage we’ve done to the
environment.
To get the frightening bits over with quickly:

Carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere by our addiction to
and economic dependence on fossil fuels is heating the planet to
levels that are melting the ice-caps, leading to sea-level rises with
the potential to wipe out the planet’s low-lying cities. The carbon
dioxide trapped in the atmosphere is also making climate and
weather dangerously unstable. We’ve seen more storms, cyclones,
hurricanes, droughts, runaway wildfires, heatwaves (and resulting
deaths) in the last several years than humanity has faced in the
last ten thousand years. These events have always been part of
the planetary furniture, but there are now too many of them, and
they follow each other so swiftly that there isn’t time to recover and
rebuild before the next catastrophe strikes. This carbon dioxide
is not the same as air pollution: it’s invisible, but it’s the most
dangerous and life-threatening form of waste we need to address.

We’re living through an age of mass extinctions of other living
species – plants, insects, reptiles, birds and other animals, thanks to
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habitat destruction (clear-cutting forests so that fast-food chains can
make more burgers, companies can print more advertising flyers or
make five-ply toilet paper) and poisons like insecticides. In the past,
this has often generated false “either/or” thinking, with the old adage
that “bunny-huggers” care more about pandas than poor people.
The truth is that life has evolved as an extraordinary balance
between all living creatures – from the microbes that break down
leaves and rocks into soil in which we grow crops, to the big
predators at the top of the food chain – of which, unfortunately,
we are the most dangerous, not just to others, but to ourselves.
Urban as we have become, we have disconnected from the
reality that in order to eat, we need to grow food (it can’t just
be miraculously made in factories). And to do that, we are
utterly reliant on a network of insects, birds, bacteria, soil,
water and climatic conditions that urgently need to be protected
and preserved so that our children don’t starve. Our waste is
recklessly punching holes in this network: this is why those
pathetic photos of seabirds, seals and turtles strangled by plastic
bags deserve our attention.

In treating the ocean as a toilet, we have forgotten the basic,
life-preserving principles of photosynthesis and oxygen/carbon
dioxide exchange. Humans and animals are able to breathe
because we live in symbiosis with plants that soak up carbon
dioxide and produce oxygen. More than a quarter of the oxygen in
our atmosphere is produced by tiny ocean phytoplanktons (algae,
diatoms and other single-celled organisms), which also regulate
atmospheric carbon. If we kill off these microscopic creatures,
we’re on course to die particularly horrible deaths. What’s even
more apocalyptic is that these oceanic oxygen tanks aren’t likely
to die off slowly, but to collapse suddenly and catastrophically.
And yet we dump poisons, rubbish and sewage into our oceans at
the same time as we strip them bare of anything we might be able
to eat or sell, disrupting the self-regulating mechanisms that keep
the sea healthy with all its organisms in balance.
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So you can see why researching this book often induced horror
and despair. The shift caused by the industrial revolution of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries profoundly changed the
shape of global cultures, as civilisation and development were twinned
with economic growth based on manufacturing rather than agrarian
(food) production. But it was the consumer culture of post-World
War II capitalism – in which we started treating the resources of the
planet as both infinite, and infinitely disposable – that really created a
monster. What’s worse is that Western cultures have sold a vision of
big cars and junk food and expensive branded goods (most of them
unnecessary) to almost every country and culture in existence. We
treat the planet as a vast ATM that we can draw from forever.
The awful truth is that our global ATM balance hurtled past zero
a while back. We’re in overdraft, and even if we stop extracting
right now, this minute, it will take strenuous efforts by the next few
generations to pay back the debt we’ve incurred. What’s more, we’re
drawing on these finite resources to produce and buy stuff we often
don’t need, and then we hurl that same stuff back into a void where
someone or something else will whisk it away so that it doesn’t
inconvenience us.
One thing is clear: we have to do something, and we have to
do it now. But it’s complicated. Effective ways of reducing waste
are tricky to boil down into life strategies, partly because of all the
contradictions and complexities: electric cars, for instance, may not
use petrol, but they’re often indirectly reliant on coal; we might be
recycling our milk bottles, but then they need to be washed – and that
takes water. We need to eat less meat, but while veganism may be
the humane option, it’s not always the most environmentally friendly
one in semi-arid and arid countries where humans rely on ruminants
to process grass and tough vegetation into protein (see p. 96).
In addition, the middle classes are constantly being told what
steps they should take as individuals to reduce their footprint on our
groaning, battered planet (our ONLY viable home). But there’s also
a whole bunch of research that says that individual efforts count
for nothing, given that only about a hundred big corporations are
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But surely there are maps to lead us away from this
lemming-like rush to the edge of an environmental
cliff? The short answer is yes. Here is the basic
mantra greenies have been chanting for decades
now – excellent guidelines for waste-wise living:

reduce, re-use, repair,
repurpose, recycle.
However, the environmental activists who believe
that these steps are coming far too late to save
the planet have new r-words for the ways we need
to live:

refuse, resist, revolt, rewild.
The advantage of the first set is that they involve
principles everyone can follow. The second set
we can at least think and talk about, and use as
political levers.
And there are more r’s, according to environmental
researchers: the buzzword “sustainable” is already
past its sell-by date. Instead, we need to be
thinking:

restore, rehabilitate
(see ‘Can this planet be saved?’ – p. 131).
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responsible for 70% of all carbon emissions; that only ten rivers
(all in developing countries to which the West ships its waste) are
responsible for over half the plastic flooding into the world’s oceans.
And that at this crucial tipping point we’ve reached, only drastic,
immediate action by governments around the world can save us from
ever-increasingly catastrophic climate change.
Very few countries (notably Costa Rica and New Zealand) have
stepped up to the plate by insisting that the environment is a priority
in terms of budget and legislation, although there are promising signs
that others will follow suit: for example, Scandinavian countries are
divesting from fossil fuel industries; China is investing heavily in solar
energy. Some UK and US politicians and activists are starting to
speak of a “Green New Deal”, in which a “green industrial revolution”
will be launched not only to save the planet, but create jobs. But it all
looks frighteningly like too little too late.
Even just reducing plastic waste is a lot more complicated than it
seems: all the alternatives need to be researched. If we’re replacing
plastic with paper, bamboo, glass, cloth, what are the environmental
impacts of these substitutes? And close scrutiny of (over)packaging
brings into focus that products are packaged for the convenience of
the vast chains that flog them to us. And, as many eco-warriors have
insisted, the onus (and pressure) needs to be on manufacturers to
stop this at source, rather than relying on us to recycle them at the
end of the chain.
Every solution poses new problems: organic foods and humanely
farmed meat might be better for the planet and healthier for us, but
they’re costly, and how can we possibly exhort poor people to eat
more expensive food? Which takes us right back to the heart of the
problem: the systems that produce our food, fuel our economies
and organise our labour forces are unsustainable, alienating and
inhumane in the first place. I kept reaching this point as I did my
research where I’d have to put my head between my knees.
To return to my first conundrum, can individuals make a difference?
Yes and no. We need corporations to stop their insane, headlong
pursuit of profit at all costs; we need governments to rein them in,
instead of allowing them to pillage and pollute shared resources like
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air and the oceans for free; we need investment and infrastructure in
decent, safe public transport and energy from renewable and clean
sources; we need brand-new economic models that involve income
cycling through societies rather than accumulating (see ‘The radical,
unpopular and downright weird stuff’ – p. 115). These projects are
big and daunting, and it’s hard to see how, for instance, boycotting
single-use plastics will have an impact.

In the past, we’ve spoken about climate disruption and the
trashing of the planet as if these have “just happened”, when
the reality is that a small handful of extraordinarily wealthy
and powerful people have driven this process. This horror
story has real villains, who have gone faceless and nameless
while leading the rest of us along their lethal path. For
example, it was fascinating to learn that when the plastics
industry first took off in the 1970s, the thinking and legislation
were that businesses that created these plastics would
need to be responsible for cleaning them up – an expensive
process. Enter powerful corporate lobbyists who rapidly got
governments on board, if not in their pockets, and soon the
burden of plastic disposal shifted to individual consumers –
if they could be bothered.
These people – who overlap with the 1% who brought
down the world economy in 2008 because of their reckless
gambling to make yet more profit, who are among the 0.1%
who have billions upon billions lying rotting and useless in tax
havens – need to hear the rumbling of tumbrils in the streets.
Still more astonishing is that the rights of these few
super-billionaires to hoard and hide truly obscene amounts
of money, to fund climate change denialism, to lead
governments by the nose, to encourage or enable fraud and
corruption, are defended by huge numbers of people who
are certainly not sharing the benefits: whose pensions are
shrinking, who are struggling to keep up with inflation, who
are staggering under debt.
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But shrugging and continuing on our merry wasteful ways isn’t an
option. The air we breathe and the water we drink, the food we eat
(which affects our health and our children’s health) depend on us
making strong efforts to change our consumptive (pun intended)
ways. When I see a toddler scampering to the deli fridge and tugging
out a bottle of Coke while his yummy mummy smiles proudly, when I
see able-bodied adults demanding plastic straws to drink from water
glasses, I realise how much there is that individuals can do, and still
need to do. Capetonians learned that individual efforts CAN make
a significant difference, when, by cutting our water consumption by
nearly 40% in a matter of months, we helped head off Day Zero and
stopped our taps running dry in the nick of time.
Still, thinking about all this is daunting. Where do we start and how
do we stay motivated if everything is so terrible? Several years ago,
Simon Gear wrote a book, Going Green: 365 Ways to Change Our
World, in which he pitched an interesting angle – that of self-interest.
By that, he didn’t just mean keeping the planet habitable for us and
our children. He reckons that going green will, in the short-term, be:

good for your marriage and family

good for your health

good for your pocket.
Given that many associate switching to green lifestyles with
pious austerity, sacrifices and the loss of comfort, what I liked
about Simon’s approach was that he makes it clear that there are
immediate benefits – BIG ones – to practising greener principles.
Let’s unpack his ideas a little.
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HOW IS GOING GREEN AND REDUCING WASTE
GOOD FOR YOUR MARRIAGE AND FAMILY?
First, let’s turn this on its head. Living together in small communal
units (of which a family is the most usual) obviously saves resources.
A family of six, for instance, needs only one fridge and stove (never
mind the vacuum-cleaner, washing-machine, stepladder …). Divorce
means doubling up on everything, including expensive household
appliances. Simon argues that a happy, strong marriage is ultimately
good for the planet.
But does it work the other way round? Can a green lifestyle build
stronger domestic ties? It seems that the answer is yes. This is
especially true if we factor children into the equation. Food historian
Michael Pollan has noted that one of the most effective solutions to
the USA’s obesity crisis AND its waste problem is for families to cook
their evening meal together, from scratch.
Learning to cook is one of the greener things you can do (see
‘Food’, from p. 89, for more on this), especially if you make
economical meals as opposed to scattering caviar over your lobster.
But more than that, getting the whole family to put together a meal is
a bonding exercise, as is sitting down to eat together.
Avoiding waste as a family involves constant discussion and
negotiation, and it’s one way that parents can teach children, but
also be taught by them – young people, as we’ve seen from the
massive protest campaigns by teenaged environmentalists, are
keenly aware of green issues. Even if the tiny things you can do as
an individual feel like spitting in the face of a tsunami, they model
responsible and ethical choices and actions to our children – and
that’s no small thing.
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One of the busiest families I know (the parents are
medical professionals; their daughters have a hectic
schedule of after-school and homework activities) cook
dinner as a team almost every night. It’s a near-sacred
ritual. There is always a main course, salad and a modest
pudding, even if it’s just fruit and yoghurt. The children
dress and toss the salad and lay the table. Phones are put
away. Everyone sits and holds hands for a minute. Then
they eat and talk. Everyone has to tell one story from their
day at work or school. If anything good happened, this
is shared and celebrated. Once dessert is finished, the
children scramble up, but the adults linger over coffee
or wine, make plans and discuss schedules. Phones
are then fetched and diaries updated.
This family is noticeably happy. Everyone is
affectionate. And no one is carrying extra weight. But how
is this green? And what does it have to do with waste?
The truth is that humans are consumers. We can’t all
go and live on a mountain top and swallow snow and
inhale mosquitoes like hermits of old. So the trick is to
consume mindfully – to get the maximum bang for our
buck in terms of nourishment, pleasure, relaxation and
social connection from our meals (or whatever else we
are consuming), while generating as little waste and
drawing as gently as possible from the earth’s resources
in the process. If your family is gulping takeaway burgers
or microwave meals while hunched over screens,
generating a sack of Styrofoam containers, crumpled
napkins and plastic cups that go into a dustbin along
with the leftovers, you’re not only planting your heel on
Mother Nature’s neck; you’re likely setting yourself up for
long-term health problems and family alienation.
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HOW IS GOING GREEN GOOD FOR
YOUR HEALTH?
Let me count the ways … there’s another entire book here. From
walking or cycling to the shops to save petrol, to eating more homegrown and home-cooked veggies; from watching the scenery go by
on the bus or train instead of raising our blood pressure in rush-hour
traffic, to breathing air and drinking water less laden with chemicals and
poisons – this one is a no-brainer. Our water, our air, our seas keep
growing filthier. Food systems are broken: they operate on principles
of profit rather than nourishment, so soil is becoming depleted and
sterile, and our food less and less nutritious, if not downright unhealthy.
Plastics in micro-form have penetrated all our food chains, and having
that stuff in our bodies is NOT good for us – it’s associated with autoimmune diseases, infertility and a variety of cancers.
On the other hand, contact and immersion in natural spaces (parks,
woodlands, wetlands, mountains and more) is good for our physical
and mental health – not just a hippie idea, but proven. There’s a lot of
research supporting this; one interesting piece showed that prisoners
in a maximum-security lockup were less violent, depressed and likely
to use drugs when their cells looked out over a forest than if they
overlooked a concrete courtyard.
An environment is the space that we live in, that shapes us. It’s not
a green space “out there” lived in by rare animals and occasionally
visited by the rich in search of recreation. It is what surrounds us and
gives us life. The healthier it is, the healthier we are.
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HOW IS GOING GREEN GOOD FOR
YOUR POCKET?
If you had to draw a Venn diagram of tips on both waste-wise living
and saving money, the two circles would overlap almost entirely – or
they should.
I visited an exhibition in the UK called “Make Do and Mend” that
zoomed in on the many ways that people recycled, re-used, patched,
darned, cobbled or just plain went without during World War II.
But these habits have become lifestyles that belong in a museum,
quaint things our grandparents did, in the face of rampant shiny
capitalism that demands that we buy something new every five
minutes, and chuck it when it falls apart ten minutes later.
We need to return to a way of thinking in which being frugal and
thrifty are seen as vital and ethical lifestyle choices – as well as plain
common sense. There’s a huge difference between being generous
and being wasteful, and we sometimes get the two confused.
But there can be a whiff of Marie Antoinette playing at being a
dairymaid when the middle classes cinch in their belts. It’s all very
well suggesting virtuous “mend and make do” tips when the poorer
citizens of this country and indeed the globe already practise these
through sheer necessity, and find no pleasure or satisfaction in them.
However, it’s a valuable exercise to consider what steps you’d take
if you simply couldn’t afford new clothes, pre-packaged and prepared
meals or takeaways, a thirsty 4x4, bottled water, and a flat-screen
telly – none of which are necessities. How much would going without
these really affect your quality of life?
During the Western Cape’s water crisis, not a few township
residents told me, “Ja, now you have to live like we do” and the basic
principles – living like your grandparents did, or your neighbours in the
township next door do – remain the same.
While a great deal of thrifty practise is time-consuming, it can also
be soothing and even sanity-saving. Simmering soups made with the
cheapest fresh veg from the market and home-grown herbs, stitching
up a drooping hem or darning a favourite pair of socks, spinning
down to the shop on a bike, bartering plants, picking fruit, sharing
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I once rhapsodised to a friend about the
time I took a small gas stove to the beach
and ate steamed mussels fresh off the
rocks. She flinched: when she was growing
up, her father’s salary never stretched the
entire month. So the week before payday,
the family would head for the beach in the
afternoons to forage for food. She shudders
at the memory of abalone (a delicacy
poachers literally kill for), mussels, crayfish
and other seafood “luxuries” – because she
associates them with privation.
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what we have: in a world that seems to grow nastier, colder and more
crass by the minute, these small actions are good for our mental
health. They’re also very good for the planet.
Equally important, the next wave of job creation is going to
include precisely this kind of mending and making do. Repurposing,
servicing and repairing goods is already the focus of many NPOs
in southern Africa; projects like these should become mainstream
sources of employment. (See ‘Consuming’ – p. 47, and ‘Home and
family’ – p. 77.)
So going green is good not just for the planet and future
generations, but for you, your loved ones, your community, your
pocket. But there is another element of self-interest here: putting
green principles into practical action is an important form of
preparation for what the future might hold.
When Cape Town almost ran out of water, panic led to punchups in supermarkets, as people squabbled over supplies of bottled
water – largely because, thanks to a spectacular failure on the part
of the city and the snoozing media to sound the warning bells, the
news came as a shock to many. But those who had been reading
the writing on the wall (or rather, watching the dam levels) for several
years already had water-storage and saving devices in place. The
drought has now broken, but I still live off the water grid, even though
lugging buckets is getting old: because it’s a set of skills I know I’ll
need again in the near future, and I don’t want to lose it. And even if
you don’t need to live off the contents of your veg garden or run your
car on home-made biofuel in the immediate future, consider this:
your children may very well need to know how to do these things.
The other attraction is that green living has a huge overlap with
ethical living. Over a decade ago, when wrangling with climate
change sceptics, British actor and writer Stephen Fry pointed out
that even if climate change was a hoax or greatly exaggerated (and
it isn’t), we will live better lives – more humane, less wasteful and
greedy, more mindful of others – if we green up. I believe that it’s
a balance between these two guiding principles – self-interest and
kindness, or what might be called simple human decency – that will
keep us on track as we go into an uncertain future.
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HEAD
START
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O

ne thing that’s needed if we’re going to be wise about waste
is the ability and flexibility to change our ways of thinking.
We need to get wiser in general. Making changes to our
actions and habits starts in our heads, so our first task involves
shifting mindsets. Here are some tips to help us prepare mentally for
a waste-wise lifestyle.
1.

Step up to the plate. In spite of the terrifying data pouring in
about the state of the planet, the impact of runaway capitalism,
and the failure of governments around the world to address the
single greatest danger we have ever faced – the loss of our
habitat – I still believe Margaret Mead’s words: “Never doubt that
a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”

2.

Yet as an individual, you could live frugally, recycle everything, go
off the electricity grid and walk everywhere, and all the energy
savings you might make would be a drop in the ocean set
against the damage done by one coal-fired power station in one
minute (or any other big, energy-guzzling business). The problem
with staring this in the face is that it renders us despairing and
helpless. Do not be overwhelmed. Resistance is NOT futile.

3.

So what can we do as individuals when the problems are so vast
and need such massive structural and economic transformation
before we can even stumble towards solutions? It comes down
to the simple mantra we already know: think globally, act
locally. To which I’d add this very important rider: act both as
an individual and in concert with others.

4.

First, accept that there is no such thing as a “zero-waste”
or “waste-free” lifestyle. We all generate waste, as we
breathe, eat, drink – from the carbon dioxide we exhale to the
biological wastes our bodies produce. Even the disposal of our
mortal remains after we die presents a problem (see pp. 12122). The trick is not to add tons of industrial by-product,
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especially in the form of carbon dioxide and plastic pollution, to
our planetary footprint.
5.

Becoming waste-wise means shifting our mental habits, and
becoming aware of and alert to our consuming patterns. We
must change our “out of sight, out of mind” attitudes to
waste. It’s not enough to diligently throw our chip packet or
soft-drink can into a litter bin: we need to think about where that
packet or can comes from in the first place, and what resources
(labour, fuel, water, space in a landfill) its onward journey will cost.

6.

Understand that you will have to swim upstream – like a
spawning salmon – against the tide of popular culture and mass
marketing (at least at first, although things are changing, and
fast). Become a salmon. Embrace your inner fish.

7.

Prepare to research everything. Take nothing for granted
ever again. Google is about to become your best friend forever,
and even then, double-check what it leads you to. Do NOT fall
into the trap of believing fake news, conspiracy theories and
simplistic claims, not even when they tell you what you want to
hear. Use fact-checking sites like Snopes and Africa Check to
verify what you read online.

8.

Don’t waste time arguing with climate-change denialists
or “sceptics” any more than you would with flat-earthers or
apartheid apologists. These are not simply well-meaning but
misguided individuals: they are on the wrong side of science,
history and truth. I’m all for respecting the rights of individuals to
hold differing opinions, but wilful ignorance cannot be excused,
nor should we engage with it.
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“Climate change denial is not just ignorant, it is malign, it is evil,
and it amounts to an attempt to deny human rights to some
of the most vulnerable people on the planet. The evidence
about the effects of climate change is incontrovertible, and
the moral case for urgent action indisputable.” These are
the words of Mary Robinson, former president of Ireland,
and head of the Elders, a group of world leaders (founded
by Nelson Mandela) who fight for human rights. She goes
on to say: “Climate change undermines the enjoyment of the
full range of human rights – from the right to life, to food, to
shelter and to health. It is an injustice that the people who
have contributed least to the causes of the problem suffer the
worst impacts of climate change … We have entered a new
reality where fossil fuel companies have lost their legitimacy
and social licence to operate.”
The evidence of climate disruption, as a result of global
warming, is clear. Almost all scientists agree that the planet is
in serious trouble, but because of the persistence of climate
change denial (often paid for by fossil fuel industry PR, just
as tobacco industries went on spending billions “disproving”
the lethal effects of smoking for decades after they knew
it was a killer), a great amount of time, money and effort is
being wasted proving what we already know: that if we go on
pumping CO2 into the atmosphere at our current rate, it will
disrupt life and “civilisation” as we know it. To keep denying
climate change, or to suggest that short-term economic
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gains are worth sacrificing a planet for (the line taken by, for
example, those advocating fracking or strip-mining of coastal
dunes), is as evil and immoral as denying the Holocaust.
There is no “other side” of the story that has to be presented
for “balance”, any more than there is “another side” to the
theory of gravity.
That said, there are many shades of grey (or green). This
does not mean that evidence of environmental catastrophe
is some huge con, or that “it’s not all that bad”. It means
that our understanding of the many complex issues involved
is incomplete. We may find some of the changes we make
have hidden environmental costs we haven’t yet grasped.
Some decisions have to be balanced against other urgent
environmental factors: during Cape Town’s water crisis, for
example, friends who were using cloth nappies for their babies
had to switch to disposables to get their water consumption
down to the prescribed 50 litres a day. We may find that nature
regenerates faster than we dare hope – the areas surrounding
Chernobyl that had to be evacuated following the nuclear
meltdown there were repopulated by wild animals, including
bears and wolves, none of which have two heads, within a
decade or two. We’re all on a vast learning curve.

9.

Avoid red herrings, such as “the earth cycles through periods
of cooling and heating, what is new?” In the past, short of
meteor strikes and volcanic eruptions, these kinds of fluctuations
took place over thousands of years. Now they’re happening
too fast for many species to adapt. Knowing that the planet
has suffered through five previous episodes of mass extinction
(the most well-known of which was the wiping out of dinosaurs)
hundreds of millions of years ago is not much comfort or help at
this point. What’s happening now, in terms of loss of species, is
not “natural”; it’s catastrophic.
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10. No, the problem is not overpopulation. All green activists will
hear at some point: “It’s not that the earth doesn’t have enough
resources; there are just too many of us.” (I’m always tempted
to ask these folk what they propose doing about all the “extra”
people that doesn’t involve mass murder: shipping them off to
Pluto, perhaps?) Yes, there are indeed too many of us – to all
have a four-bedroomed house with two cars in the garage.

Worldwide, those in the top 10% in income earned
consume 48% of the world’s resources each year. Poor
communities often present and face very real problems
when it comes to waste disposal, but the truth is that
those whose lifestyles are modest do not present the
most pressing environmental challenge.
It’s when cultures that prize large families overlap with
middle-class lifestyles that we have a problem. However,
for argument’s sake, let’s agree that we need to stop
having more than two children per family (unless we’re
adopting). Even if we could do this (few things make
people more hot under the collar than prescribing family
size), the practical implications make up a labyrinth that
could swallow this entire book.
Why? The World Health Organization has published
figures over the past five decades showing that to shrink
family size involves one powerful step: educating women
(as in literacy and numeracy). No other intervention
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comes close, not even all the social engineering tried by
some Asian countries in the latter half of the twentieth
century. The next most effective strategy for limiting
family size? Building societies in which women are
considered fully equal citizens, and not just on paper. And
that means societies in which everyone has easy access
to decent, free reproductive health care, not just the
cheap and nasty solutions thrown at poor women. This
care includes accessible and safe abortions. You see?
I’ve already offended swathes of people and alienated
certain religious communities, including members of my
own (I’m Catholic).
And yet the logic is undeniable. Those who huff and puff
about poor women having large families are often those
who have no problem with halting funding to thousands
of non-profit family-planning clinics all over the developing
world. Until the men in those communities have
vasectomies or commit to condoms (and they still have
to lay hands on these), what are the women supposed to
do? It’s as if the rich (not so) secretly believe that the poor
have no right to sex, much less the pleasurable, anxietyfree kind.
I am tempted by social engineering as a shortcut: in my
dream world, every man who has a vasectomy should
be given either a small lump sum in cash or a small tax
rebate for life (women too, but it’s much cheaper and
easier to sterilise men). This could be a double win: at the
same time as arresting their capacity to produce mouths
that need feeding, men could get a bit of capital to start
up a micro-business, finish building a home, and so on.
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11. Understand that the advertising industry lies. Spectacularly
and shamelessly. We do not need many of the products we have
been led to believe are necessary to our comfort and happiness.

At the end of the twentieth century, big businesses and the
advertising industry, flying in the face of all environmental
principles and common sense, decided to flog us: big
luxury 4x4 vehicles in which to run down to the shops or
cruise around the suburbs; bottled water (in countries
where tap water is safe to drink – even though it takes up
to 26 litres of water to bottle, package and transport one
litre of bottled water); and fabric softener. All these are
murder on the planet, and not one of them is necessary.
Billions of tons of resources have been used to make
them, and they have generated many more billions of tons
of waste that is difficult or impossible to extract from the
air and oceans into which we have dumped them.
Similarly, a few years ago, we were presented with
coffee capsules, which we embraced enthusiastically, in
spite of the fact that they’re an environmental nightmare
and also utterly unnecessary (there are half a dozen ways
to make decent coffee at home that don’t involve putting
indestructible trash into landfills). Some brands did
indeed start making (expensive) biodegradable pods or
capsules. But the point is that we buy into the latest trend
just because it’s a trend – and without counting the cost
to the planet.
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12. Another reason to practise small green habits: if we’re filling up
ecobricks and sorting our waste into recycling containers, there
will come a moment when we’ll ask, “Why are manufacturers
cramming all this rubbish down our throats in the first
place?” Or, as one British blogger pointed out tartly, if she had
to fiddle about with a mooncup to stop her tampons washing into
the sea, why were industries allowed to get away with dumping
tons of poisonous waste into the ocean? This motivates us to
start pressuring politicians.
13. If marching in the streets doesn’t appeal, donate to the
organisations that DO mount political campaigns. There
are many excellent ones. British comedian Mark Watson has a
green “swear jar” – every time he breaks one of his own green
rules (forgetting to take his re-usable bags to the shops, leaving
his PC in standby mode, using the lift), he puts money in the jar
and donates it to Greenpeace at the end of the month. If you
can’t donate, join an online petition site and support it. My one of
choice is Avaaz, which reports back to its global community and
constantly agitates for environmental reform.
14. Your green habits need to be context-specific. In some
countries, you have the option of choosing a green(er) energy
provider (while we’re stuck with Eishkom for the foreseeable
future). Many European countries allow only hybrid taxis to
operate in bigger cities. In the UK, there’s a movement to
boycott internal flights, and for train, coach and bus companies
to step up the quality of their service. We may not have these
options, but we have others. Find out what’s do-able for your
community and locality: for example, in Barbados, which has a
glorious climate and iffy roads, many drive 4x4s – but mostly in
the form of small, open-topped, fuel-efficient jeeps.
15. Brace yourself for criticism – often, sadly, from other
greenies. It can be very disheartening being told that your solar
panels are made of environmentally unfriendly materials, or that
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electric cars still require charging and therefore run at only one
remove on fossil fuels. Say politely, “Thank you. I’ll research
it further,” then change the subject. But do follow up on that
research.
16. Develop a strategy. It’s no good vaguely intending to live a
waste-wise life; as with the water crisis, have family meetings,
where everyone comes up with one or two concrete examples
of things they can do. These can range from cutting down on
excessive showering and hair-washing, or not leaving computers on
all day and night, to composting, to learning how to knit, cook and
sew. Draw up “feel-good” principles to practise: for example, for
every new item of clothing purchased, another item has to be given
away or handed down. Have “clear-out” days, when your older
children are encouraged to give away the stuff they don’t need.

Things to do as a family that are green AND fun: walking
the dogs (or even just all going for a walk); having a big
bake or cooking spree on the weekend that produces
bread and biscuits, soup and sauces for the rest of the
week; having an hour a few times a week when everyone
has to switch off their gadgets, put down their phones,
and play games like Scrabble and General Knowledge.
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Look for forms of entertainment, especially as a family,
that don’t soak up electricity or cost a lot. If someone in
the family plays a musical instrument, for instance, make
this a part of regular recreation. Drawing, painting, crafts,
knitting and crocheting, chess and other board games,
book clubs: find something that works for you. If you’re
going to spend money, rather do so on making memories
with family and friends than trawling the malls.
Create gadget-free hours, evenings or days. These have
the added benefit of greatly reducing your stress levels.
I’m not Jewish, but ever since hearing about the concept
of e-sabbaths, I’ve practised them regularly. You’ll find
that one day a week away from electronic devices comes
as a relief.

17. South Africa has the worst Gini coefficient in the world,
according to a World Bank report covering the years 1994–
2015. This is a fancy way of saying that we have the biggest
gap between the rich and the poor. It feels wrong seeing a silver
lining here, but it does mean that there is almost nothing you
have that someone else won’t benefit from. There’s nearly
always a charity or non-profit that can use your goods, clothing
or even your recycling. Pick a local NPO(s) or charity to receive
your decluttering items (see ‘Resources’ on p. 148). Many
shelters will fetch your goods, for free.
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SAVING
ELECTRICITY
(ENERGY)
AND WATER
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lectricity, especially in South Africa, which uses especially
“dirty” (polluting) coal to keep our power stations running, is a
huge sock in the planet’s eye. Here the self-interest principle is
clear: as our power supplier has been run into the ground in the last
decade, electricity costs have risen to eye-watering levels. Saving
electricity = saving money AND the planet.
Some pundits say this will cause the same scenario we saw in
Cape Town’s water crisis – that with greatly reduced consumption,
municipalities and state providers have less revenue for maintenance
and upgrading. I’m afraid I’m hard-pressed to shed a tear at the
thought of less money going into Eskom’s corruption-stripped coffers.
The other principle at work here is that if we use less electricity, there’s
less drain on the national grid, and we’re less likely to be hit by power
outages. Plus, when they do come, we’ll be better prepared for them.
18. Get into the habit of switching off all appliances at the
wall instead of leaving them on standby mode. Did you
know that microwaves use more power overall keeping their
digital clocks going than by cooking our food? In case of what
Eishkom euphemistically calls “load-shedding”, having our
gadgets switched off at the walls also means that when the
power fails or surges back on, there’s less likelihood of frying
the electronics involved.
19. Solar lanterns: not just for sitting outside on summer nights.
Mine is an excellent substitute for a reading light or bedside lamp.
20. Use low-energy light bulbs, but dispose of them responsibly –
never throw them in the bin, but take them to a collection point;
most supermarkets provide these.
21. Batteries need recharging and are also a headache to dispose
of safely. But there are alternatives to batteries: remember
wind-up clocks and radios? You’d be surprised at what you can
find in camping shops, but we need to push for items like these
to be more generally available – and inexpensive.
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22. A lot of small gadgets can be recharged simply by soaking
up the sun (LED lights, radios, torches, etc.). I’d love to see this
option for laptops, tablets, cellphones and the like.
23. If you have the capital to install one, a solar geyser is a
marvellous green option that will slash your electricity bill,
sometimes by as much as half.
24. If you can’t afford to go solar, get your existing geyser lagged
or insulated. You can even do this yourself: there are special
“geyser blankets”, but you can manage with old blankets and
lagging, even tinfoil and string.
25. A solar photo-voltaic (PV) system is a very good idea in
sunny South Africa as it can generate electricity for part of
or all your home. Remember the alarm when we were told we
would have to “register and pay for” our solar geysers? If you are
planning on installing a solar photo-voltaic (PV) system, you do
need to register this and get a certificate stating that it doesn’t
pose a hazard. This is no different to getting an electrician’s
certificate when building or selling your home; it is simply a
safety check, given that electricity can kill, or start a fire. It is not
(so far) a sneaky means of taxing us extra.
26. Heating presents a major problem for environmentalists in the
northern hemisphere, but down south, we should NOT be apeing
these lifestyles by putting expensive heating in our homes. The
same goes for cooling systems: with very rare exceptions, South
Africans do not need air-conditioners and underfloor heating.
Rather insist on building homes that are cool in summer
and warm in winter – designing them for best use of sunlight
and air. In Nice, where the summers are baking, medieval
buildings have cunning systems of vents that circulate air – still a
boon centuries later.
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Green homes are not the stuff of science
fiction. Ten years ago, on a visit to Stanford
University, I was struck by how many of the
houses in the surrounding suburb, where
residents were both wealthy and green, had
been built on off-grid principles. They featured sod roofs,
vertical gardens and veg beds, water collection devices
and grey water plumbing, solar PV systems in the form of
Tesla walls (essentially huge solar-powered batteries) so
that the owner could plug their electric cars into the house
for recharging with sun energy.
A little further north in Marin County, homes had
rainwater tanks and nets for harvesting dew and fog,
composting toilets, roofs covered in solar panels, gasgenerating compost “digesters” and more.
We may not be able to make these sorts of changes
right away, but the single biggest energy-saving step
we can take in our homes is to install solar geysers and
insulate our ceilings.
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